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Kodak S3120 Max Scanner
BLI 2024 Pick Award

The Kodak S3120 Max Scanner has won 
a Buyers Lab (BLI) 2024 Pick Award from 
Keypoint Intelligence thanks to its…

• Time-saving automation capabilities

• Seamless integration with core 
business applications

• Simple user experience

• Powerful built-in image processing, 
barcode recognition, and OCR 
capabilities

• Superior media-handling and 
flawless reliability

“The Kodak S3120 Max Scanner is a solid investment for paper-intensive scan environments 
committed to digital workflow transformation,” said Mark Davis, Analyst in Keypoint 
Intelligence’s Workplace Group. “The device supports driverless scanning through a RESTful 
API as well as embedded image processing—no attached PC is required. Kodak’s Perfect 
Page technology also ensures that every scanned page is of the highest quality, regardless 
of the original.”

Bundled with Kodak Smart Touch and Capture Pro, users can create fully searchable, 
editable file types and then route them to a variety of local and cloud-based storage options. 
Shortcuts help streamline and standardize frequently recurring jobs, allowing users to kick 
off fully automated workflows with the touch of a button, which minimizes user error. 

“The Kodak S3120 Max Scanner performed exceptionally well during lab testing,” said 
Francis Anamaria, Lab Technician at Keypoint Intelligence. “The device ran perfectly during 
reliability testing and was vastly superior to the competition during OCR accuracy, with ease 
of use, and overall quality of images. Its touchscreen, from which features and automation 
workflows can be programmed, makes tasks very easy to complete. The Kodak S3120 Max 
Scanner will keep up with user demands in every way, and that’s just another reason why 
this device has earned a BLI Pick Award.”
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For over 60 years, clients in the digital imaging industry have 
relied on Keypoint Intelligence for independent hands-on 
testing, lab data, and extensive market research to drive 
their product and sales success. Keypoint Intelligence has 
been recognized as the industry’s most trusted resource for 
unbiased information, analysis, and awards due to decades of 
analyst experience. Customers have harnessed this mission-
critical knowledge for strategic decision-making, daily sales 
enablement, and operational excellence to improve business 
goals and increase bottom lines. With a central focus on clients, 
Keypoint Intelligence continues to evolve as the industry changes 
by expanding offerings and updating methods, while intimately 
understanding and serving manufacturers’, channels’, and their 
customers’ transformation in the digital printing and imaging 
sector.

About Keypoint Intelligence 

Buyers Lab Picks stand alone in the industry and are hard-
earned awards as they are based on rigorous testing, including 
an extensive durability assessment and evaluation of key 
attributes such as usability, image quality, and value. Each 
product that passes its lab test earns the Highly Recommended 
or Recommended Seal and a Certificate of Reliability, with the 
best performers qualifying as Pick contenders.

About BLI Office Hardware Pick Awards
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